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Abstract: Wireless power transfer allows the transfer of energy from a transmitter to a receiver
without electrical connections. Compared to galvanic charging, it displays several advantages,
including improved user experience, higher durability and better mobility. As a result, both consumer
and industrial markets for wireless charging are growing rapidly. The main market share of wireless
power is based on the principle of inductive power transfer, a technology based on coupled coils that
transfer energy via varying magnetic fields. However, inductive charging has some disadvantages,
such as high cost, heat dissipation, and bulky inductors. A promising alternative is capacitive wireless
power transfer that utilizes a varying electric field as medium to transfer energy. Its wireless link
consists of conductive plates. The purpose of this paper is to review the state of the art, link the
theoretical concepts to practical cases and to indicate where further research is required to take next
steps towards a marketable product. First, we describe the capacitive link via a coupling model. Next,
we highlight the recent progress in plate topologies. Additionally, the most common compensation
networks, necessary for achieving efficient power transfer, are reviewed. Finally, we discuss power
electronic converter types to generate the electric field.

Keywords: wireless power transfer; resonance; capacitive wireless power transfer; capacitive cou-
pling; electric coupling; compensation networks; electric fields; converters

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation

Electromagnetic wireless power transfer (WPT) is an emerging technology which per-
mits electrical power to be delivered to a receiving device without any galvanic connection,
such as a cable. This form of power transmission consists of two sides, separated by a
medium, e.g., air, water or wood. To transmit energy wireless from one side to the other,
a high-frequency signal is needed. This is achieved by converting the source voltage on
the primary or transmitter side into a high frequency AC voltage and current, resulting
in a wireless energy transfer through a medium. At the secondary or receiver side, the
transmitted energy is ’captured’ and supplied to an electrical load (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Wireless power transfer scheme.
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• It allows for an improved user experience and convenience, in particular towards
portable consumer electronics. It removes the hassle of connecting wires to the device.

• A WPT device does not need an open connector for charging. This allows for an
entirely sealed (water and dust proof) device, increasing robustness and durability.

• Moreover, since a large charging connector is no longer necessary and battery size can
be reduced, miniaturization is facilitated.

• WPT can also increase safety. Indeed, galvanic charging can generate sparks when
(dis)connecting which can cause safety issues, in particular in hazardous industrial
environments where combustible gasses are present.

• Mobile devices (such as smartphones, laptops or electric vehicles) function indepen-
dent of the electric grid due to internal batteries. However, they regularly loose their
mobility when they have to be connected for recharging. WPT would allow charg-
ing during the use of the device, e.g., an electric car can charge when driving on a
highway [1] or smartphones could be charged at the office, even when they are in the
pocket of the user [2]. In this way, mobility is improved.

• Finally, for some applications, charging cables are highly undesirable, e.g., biomedical
implants such as neurostimulators, pacemakers, and cochlear implants [3,4], or on-
body sensor networks on animals [5].

Wireless charging also has some disadvantages [6–9]:

• Wireless charging infrastructure is not abundant and requires a significant implemen-
tation cost.

• Compared to galvanic charging, WPT is less efficient.
• Safety and electromagnetic interference (EMI) should be accounted for. Often, more

excess heat is produced, which can put strain on the components selection.
• WPT is generally more expensive than galvanic charging.
• WPT is limited to lower power exchange limits.

WPT systems can be categorized as in Figure 2. The first category within electromag-
netic WPT is near field, which means that the wavelength of the electromagnetic (EM)
waves is larger than the transfer distance between transmitter and receiver. The second
category is far field, where the wavelength of the EM waves is smaller than the transfer dis-
tance [9]. In this paper, the focus will be on near field WPT in which two further subgroups
can be distinguished, namely, on the basis of the dominating type of EM field: magnetic
and electric coupling.

WPT

Near-field

Far-field

- Microwaves [ >300GHz]
- Radiofrequency [MHz -GHz]
- Laser [>1THz]

Magnetic coupling

Electric coupling

Magnetic Resonance [MHz]

Inductive [tens of kHz]

Capacitive [kHz - MHz]

Figure 2. Overview of WPT.

Due to these advantages, WPT is increasingly popular in a variety of applications, from
low power consumer electronics to high power battery chargers [7,9,10]. This results in a
rapidly growing market with an expected sales number of 2.2 billion pieces in 2024 [8,11].
The main share of the WPT market is based on the principle of inductive power transfer
(IPT), a technology based on energy transfer via varying magnetic fields. In order to obtain
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energy transfer, two parallel coils are required, which are separated by a medium at a
certain distance. IPT is based on Ampere’s law and Faraday’s law of induction: a varying
current through a coil generates a time-varying field according to Ampere’s Law, this field
is ‘aptured’ by the receiving coil, and will induce a varying current in the coil according to
Faraday’s law if the secondary side is closed.

Since Nikola Tesla’s first wireless power transfer experiments in 1891, numerous
studies have improved IPT technology, so that commercial products achieve efficiencies of
more than 85% [9,10,12]. However, IPT has certain disadvantages [1,13–19]:

• The varying magnetic field induces eddy currents which results in power losses,
temperature rise and fire hazards.

• The magnetic fields easily radiate outside the WPT system, increasing EMI problems.
• For large coils (e.g., dynamic charging of electric vehicles), the conductive losses in

the coils are significant, decreasing efficiency.
• IPT often requires litz wire to reduce the skin effect and ferrites to guide the magnetic

fields. Both increase the weight, cost, and fragility of the system.
• The power transfer quickly drops when the coils are misaligned.
• Coils can be bulky, in particular for miniaturized integrated circuit applications.

An alternative to IPT is capacitive power transfer (CPT). It exploits the capacitive or
electric coupling between two metallic plates with an alternating electric field, generating a
displacement current. Compared to IPT, is has the following advantages [1,20–23]:

• The power losses due to eddy current are minimal.
• CPT is able to transfer power wirelessly through isolated metal objects.
• Contrary to IPT, some misalignment does not lower the power transfer significantly
• The coupling is realized by simple conductive plates (e.g., aluminum or copper), which

are less expensive and heavy than litz wire coils. This simple setup also facilitates
a high reliability and long lifetime compared to IPT. Moreover, no special shape is
required, allowing for a versatile design.

• CPT is less voluminous than IPT, allowing its implementation into integrated circuits.
• Usually, less heat is produced compared to IPT with its high resistance windings

of coils.
• The electric field lines of the CPT coupling are narrowers than the magnetic field lines

in an IPT system. As a result, the EMI will usually be lower for short distance power
transfer.

• It allows for a simple configuration for charging multiple receivers from a single
transmitter.

Despite the given advantages, to our knowledge, CPT is not yet available on the
market and research is lagging behind IPT [6,9]. This is due to some important disadvan-
tages [24,25]:

• The low capacitance (and thus high impedance and low power density) of the capaci-
tive coupling, which we will discuss further in detail.

• High frequencies and voltages are necessary, in particular for bridging larger distances.
This imposes high requirements on the converter components.

• A high electric field between the primary and secondary side imposes strict safety
regulation, e.g., object detection between the plates.

Table 1 contains a comparison of the most important properties of GPT, IPT and CPT.
Based on this, an estimation can be made of which type of power transfer is suitable.
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Table 1. Comparison of the main properties of GPT, IPT CPT.

GPT IPT CPT

Distance mm—km mm—5 m [26] mm—tens of cm

Maximum
power

transfer
GW 50 kW [27] 2.4 kW [28]

Efficiency ∼100% ∼95% ∼95%

Frequency
range

DC
Hz—GHz

kHz—MHz kHz—MHz

Advantages •Suitable for any power level
•Suitable for a full frequency range
•Almost no power losses

•Improved user experience
•Robustness & durability
•Facilitating miniaturization
•Increasing safety
•Improved mobility
•Design capabilities

•Same advantages as IPT
•Power transfer through

isolated metal object
•Minimal Eddy current losses
•Less expensive design than IPT
•Less voluminous than IPT
•Lower EMI than IPT
•Simple configuration for

charging multiple receivers

Disadvantages •Disorder
•Less design freedom
•Less uniform
•Less mobile
•Maintenance

•Not abundant
•Implementation cost
•Less efficient
•EMI at high power transfer
•Efficiency drop with

•Low capacitive coupling
•Short distances
•High requirements on components
•Safety

1.2. Literature Review

Research shows that CPT is viable for distances from 1 mm to tens of cm. Low power
applications (<1 kW) include integrated circuits, portable electronics, biomedical implants,
robots, drones, contactless universal serial bus (USB) and LEDs [4,20,29–34].

Over the last years high power applications become more viable due to the recent
research into compensation circuits, suitable inverter stages and the plate structures. In par-
ticular, new high power applications such as underwater autonomous vehicles [18,35], rail-
way applications [36,37] and the charging or powering of electrical vehicles [8,25,28,38–47]
are some prominent examples. In particular, the dynamic charging ability of CPT is
considered promising [1].

Table 2 presents a number of practical setups which are described in the literature,
with improvements from new plate structures to bidirectional energy transfer in CPT.

Table 2. Improvements on CPT over the last years.

Reference/Year Improvement Distance [mm] Frequency [MHz] Output Power [W] Efficiency [%]

[33]/2008 New CPT system 0.22 40.5 44.3

[48]/2011 Matrix plate
structure 0.5 0.616 2.5 51

[28]/2015 Compensation
network 150 1 2400 90

[49]/2016 Compensation
network 360 1.5 105 67

[45]/2016 Compensation
network 10 1 1.87 85.9

[50]/2018 Six-plate structure 150 1 2000 91

[39]/2018 Two-plate
structure 110 6.78 350 74.1

[18]/2018 CPT in fresh water 20 107.7 360 90

[51]/2019 Bidirectional CPT
system 150 0.625 80 80

[30]/2020 Bidirectional CPT
system 0.25 13.56 20.5 78.8
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In previous review papers, the main focus was limited to compensation networks [24,52],
comparison of IPT and CPT [9,10] or an overview of CPT with emphasis on the mathemat-
ical equations [20]. The purpose of this paper is to link the theoretical concepts to some
practical cases and to indicate where further research is required to take next steps towards
a marketable product.

1.3. Contribution and Paper Organization

This paper will give an overview of the current state-of-the art of the CPT technology.
First, we focus on the capacitive coupling itself (Section 2). In this section, an overview is
given on how the capacitive coupling is achieved and how it can be calculated by hand as
well as with simulation programs. Next, we consider different plate topologies in Section 3
and the various possibilities for compensation networks in Section 4. Finally, the converters
are discussed in Section 5.

This review paper contributes to the state of research by:

• Providing a holistic overview on CPT modelling
• Taking multi-plate structures, compensation circuits and power electronic converters

into account.
• Providing recommendations for the choice of CPT structures based on the application.
• Summarizing challenges, limitations and further improvements.

2. Capacitive Coupling Model

Usually, the capacitive coupling of a CPT system is represented as a pair of capacitors
in series as shown in Figure 3. However, this representation is not always suited for
simulation purposes. First, it makes it difficult to analyze primary and secondary sides
separately as they are connected by the equivalent coupling capacitor. Second, practical
CPT bears undesired leakage and cross-couplings. These parasitic capacitances are not
taken into account in this simple model. More complex models overcome these drawbacks,
allowing them to go deeper into the system parameters of both the primary and secondary
sides [53,54].

Grid
∼

Primary
auxiliary

circuit

Secondary
auxiliary

circuit Lo
ad

Figure 3. Capacitive power transfer scheme.

2.1. Pi-Model

The physical structure of Figure 4a can be replaced by the equivalent model of Figure 4b,
which takes into account the leakage and cross-coupling capacitances [53]. It can be
transformed into a general pi-model, as shown in Figure 4c. The equivalent circuit divides
the CPT system in a primary and secondary side in which the primary and secondary
capacitances are denoted as CP and CS. The mutual capacitance CM describes the coupling
strength between transmitter and receiver. In practice, CP, CS and CM can be derived by
measurements with an accurate LCR-meter [54].
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Figure 4. Capacitive wireless coupling: (a) Physical four-plate structure (b) Equivalent model with
main, leakage and cross-coupling capacitances (c) Equivalent pi-model.

We call plates 1 and 2 the plates that are connected to the primary side; plates 3 and
4 are connected to the secondary side. In Figure 4b, the main coupling capacitances are
given by C13 and C24. The model explicitly contains the leakage capacitances C12 and C34
as well as the cross-coupling capacitances C14 & C23. The coupling between the plates is
based on the ratio between the mutual capacitance and storage energy of the plates.

This capacitive coupling model can be represented by the equivalent circuit of Figure 4c.
The parameters CP, CS and CM can be determined on the basis of the energy balance. The
charges qP and qS at primary and secondary side, respectively, are [54]:{

qP = VP · CP + VS · CM

qS = VS · CS + VP · CM
(1)

with VP and VS the voltages as indicated in Figure 4 .
Given (1), the primary capacitance can be calculated by short-circuiting the secondary

side (VS = 0) [54]:

CP =
qP
VP

=
(C13 + C14)(C23 + C24)

C13 + C14 + C23 + C24
(2)

Similarly, the secondary capacitance can be calculated by short-circuiting the primary
side (VP = 0) [54]:

CS =
qS
VS

=
(C13 + C23)(C14 + C24)

C13 + C14 + C23 + C24
(3)

The mutual coupling capacitance is given by [54]:

CM =
C13 · C24 − C14 · C23

C13 + C14 + C23 + C24
(4)

Note that CM is independent on the leakage capacitances. A general model is repre-
sented in Figure 5, in which the leakage capacitances are separated from the wireless link,
since they do not contribute to the coupling.

CSCPC12 C34

CM
VP VS

Figure 5. Representation of the capacitive coupling model.
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The mutual coupling ranges to infinity and does not reveal much information about
the quality of the coupling itself. For this reason, the capacitive coupling coefficient kE
is introduced. This ratio is a figure of merit for the coupling strength, taking parasitic
coupling into account. It is defined as the ratio of the coupled energy to the stored energy
of the electromagnetic field, and can thus never exceed unity in magnitude: 0 ≤ |kE| ≤ 1.
It equals [53,54]:

kE =
CM√

CP · CS
(5)

Given the Equations (2)–(4), the coefficient for a four-plate structure CPT system is
given by (6):

kE =
C13 · C24 − C14 · C23√

(C13 + C23)(C14 + C24)(C13 + C14)(C23 + C24)
(6)

This expression can be further simplified for the case that primary and secondary
plates are symmetric. This allows a simplification for main couplings, C13 and C24, and the
cross-couplings, C23 and C14 [54]:{

C13 = C24 = Cmain

C23 = C14 = Ccross
(7)

which results is in a simpler expression for capacitive coupling coefficient [54]:

kE =
Cmain − Ccross

Cmain + Ccross
(8)

Equation (8) shows that under ideal conditions, when there is no cross-coupling be-
tween plates, kE is equal to one. When no cross-coupling is present, the primary, secondary
and mutual capacitance equal half of the main capacitance Cmain:

CP = CS =
C2

main + 3 · Cmain · Ccross

2 · Cmain + 2 · Ccross

Ccross=0−−−−→ CP = CS =
Cmain

2
(9)

CM =
C2

main + C2
cross

2 · Cmain + 2 · Ccross

Ccross=0−−−−→ CM =
Cmain

2
(10)

When the cross-coupling Ccross is equal to the main coupling Cmain, the coupling
coefficient becomes zero. This implies that the cross-coupling will entirely eliminate the
main coupling according to the cross-coupling cancellation effect. There will be no more
coupling present between primary and secondary plates.

2.2. Two-Port Network

When the plate structures become more complex, as is the case of, e.g., six-plate struc-
ture or the matrix structure, a pi-model is no longer suited to analyze the characteristics of
the coupling structure [50,55]. Moreover, determining or measuring the mutual capacitance
between any two plates for a complex arrangement is far from straightforward.

One way to overcome these difficulties is to represent the WPT by a two-port network:
it consists of a black box with two pairs of terminals, as shown in Figure 6; the first
port represents the input or primary side; the second port corresponds to the output or
secondary side. These two ports provide terminal voltage-current characterizations of
the coupling structure [56]. Two-port networks can serve a dual purpose. On the one
hand, they simplify the analysis of electrical circuits; on the other, they can be the basis for
transient simulations. The electrical behavior of the black box can be characterized by a
single matrix, e.g., the admittance matrix Y:

I = Y ·V (11)

with V and I the current and voltage matrices of the ports.
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Two-port
network

I1 I2

V1 V2

Figure 6. Two-port network.

Consider for example the six-plate structure of Figure 7a that encompasses 15 capaci-
tances. Plates P1, P2, P3 and P4 are directly connected to the source or load. The plates P5
and P6 are not connected to a closed circuit, thus no current flows through those plates.
The admittance matrix Y that describes this structure can be determined from analytical
calculations, full-wave simulations or measurements [57]. The admittance matrix for the
corresponding lossless network can be given by the equivalent network of Figure 7b, for
which [50]: [

I1
I2

]
=

[
jωC1,eq jωCM,eq
jωCM,eq jωC2,eq

]
·
[

V1
V2

]
(12)

In this network, the coupling is represented by two current-dependent sources at
primary and secondary side, dependent on the angular frequency ω and the voltages. The
parasitic capacitances are given by C1,eq and C2,eq.

P3

P1

P4

P2

P6

P5

C46

C26

C56

C45

C24

C25

C23

C12

C34

C14

C36

C13

C15

C35

C16

Transmitter

Receiver

(a) Six-plate structure
I1 I2

V1 V2
C1,eq

Primary side Secondary side

C2,eq

I = jωCM,eqV1 I = jωCM,eqV2

(b) Current-dependent source model for capacitive coupling

Figure 7. Six-plate structure capacitive coupling model and current-depended source model repre-
sentation.

3. Plate Structures

To transmit and capture electric fields, at least two metal plates are needed to achieve
capacitive power transfer. These plates can take any shape, often rectangular or concentric.
The plate structure largely determines the mutual capacity of the plates and thus the
coupling coefficient kE. Some configurations can affect parameters such as the electric field
emissions, compensation networks or misalignment [37,39,50,58,59].

3.1. Two-Plate Structure

A two-plate capacitive plate structure as shown in Figure 8 is very similar to the
construction of a normal capacitor with its two plates; one plate is connected to the
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transmitter and the other plate to the receiver. The return path for the current to close the
circuit is not a wireless CPT setup, but a conductive path, e.g., the earth itself.

In railway applications, it is even possible to create a recurring current path via the
wheels connected to the track; this setup can replace the maintenance-intensive pantograph
of classic railway applications [37]. For charging electric vehicles, the parasitic capacitance
between the chassis of the vehicle to be powered and the earth ground can function as
current path to close the circuit [39]. With this arrangement, a good connection between
the chassis of the system to the earth is important. According to regulation [60], the voltage
between chassis and earth potential should be reduced to safety level. In practical setups,
the earth potential will connect to a ground side plate to reduce the conductive loss [39].

Transmitter Receiver

Forward
path

P1 P2C12

Conductive

Returning
path

Earth

Figure 8. Two-plate structure.

The main advantage of a CPT system with two-plate structure is the simplified hard-
ware. Moreover, a two plate structure with an LCLC-compensation network has less impact
on efficiency due to misalignment [59]. However, more research is needed, e.g., in electric
vehicle applications, to reduce the contact voltage between chassis and earth potential
which is the main disadvantage and hazard of this plate structure [39].

3.2. Four-Plate Structure

The most common plate structure of CPT is the four-plate structure. The transmitter
consists of a positive and a negative plate as well as the receiver. The four-plate structure
comprises of two main coupling capacitances and four leakage capacitances and can be
configured either stacked or in parallel, as shown in Figure 9 [20].

P3

P1

P4

P2

C24C23

C12

C34

C14C13

Transmitter

Receiver

(a) Four-plate parallel structure

P3

P1

P4

P2

C24 C23

C34

C13

C12

C14

dc

d

dc Transmitter

Receiver

(b) Four-plate stacked structure

Figure 9. Four-plate CPT structures.

The parallel structureis the most common CPT plate structure, as show in Figure 9a.
This systems consists of four plates with two parallel pairs of two plates. When the plates
are placed close to each other and well-aligned, the main coupling will dominate the
resulting capacity. However, when one of these conditions is not fulfilled (e.g., large
distance between the plates or a significant misalignment), a larger parasitic coupling is
created, resulting in a lower capacitive coupling quality.

The stacked structure was introduced in [45] with the aim of making the set-up more
compact. The coupler structure, as shown in Figure 9b, has larger outer plates P1 and P3 and
smaller inner plates P2 and P4 to maintain the coupling between the outer plates. Because of
the vertical structure,it is resilient to rotary misalignment. Overall, the capacitive coupling
coefficient kE of the stacked structure is lower than the kE of a parallel structure due to
smaller main capacitances. This results in a system that is more influenced by the cross
coupling capacitances, which are larger due to the compactness of the design [6,21,45,46,61].
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3.3. Six-Plate Structure

The six-plate or shielding coupling structure, as shown in Figure 7a, is in fact a four-
plate parallel coupling structure extended with a shielding part of two large plates. The
four plates P1, P2, P3 and P4 provide the power transfer between primary and secondary
and are directly connected to the compensation circuits. The two extra shielding plates are
large enough to cover the inner four-plate coupling structure and are not directly connected
to the system. They are only coupled via parasitic capacitances and are floating because
they not participate in de power transfer. The main purpose of the extra shielding part is to
reduce the electric field emissions. The studies [47,50,55,62] have shown that this six-plate
structure improves the system safety and efficiency. As there are two more plates, the
coupling model of the six-plate structure consists of fifteen capacitances which makes the
analysis of the coupling more complicated as discussed in Section 2.2.

3.4. Matrix Structure

In coupling structures such as the two-, four- or six-plate, any misalignment causes a
decrease of the capacitive coupling. A change in the capacitive coupling values causes a
change in the resonance frequency of the system which in turn ensures a detuning of the
system and results in an output voltage drop, which in the worst case drops to zero.

A matrix coupling structure, which may consist of row, column or hexagonal struc-
tures, can mitigate the misalignment [48,58,63,64]. Consider for example the matrix struc-
ture of Figure 10 and assume that the receiver plates are positioned at their least optimal
location: the secondary plates Sa and Sb are coupled by primary plates P21, P22 and P23. In
this configuration, P22 is coupled with both the secondary plates, which will cancel each
other. As a result, the secondary capacity will be minimal and equal:

CSmin = 0.25 · CS1 (13)

with CS1 the equivalent capacity of the coupling formed by Sa and P21.
In the most optimal receiver position, CS1 will increase until its maximum, i.e., when

Sa is fully coupled with P21. This results in:

CSmax = 0.50 · CS1 (14)

Assuming a repeating matrix structure, the coupling will always be within 0.25·CS1
to 0.50·CS1, whatever the misalignment. The minimum value can be increased by increas-
ing the dimensions of the primary matrix, resulting in less variation when the receiver
moves [58].

P11 P12 P13

P31 P32 P33

P21 P23SbSa P22

Figure 10. Matrix structure.

This matrix structure can be advantageous for applications where large misalignment
is possible, but its implementation is more difficult, due to the necessary complex control
logic to adjust the plates and their corresponding parasitic and main capacitances.
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3.5. Concentric Structure

Wireless power transfer is advantageous for linear moving devices since it gives
the designer more degrees of freedom and reduces the maintenance cost of the charging
contacts. But for rotating devices such as motors or robots, it can really be a breakthrough.
Currently, some rotating robots can only rotate to a limited extent due to the wiring [65].
When using WPT or more specific CPT, this could be a continuously rotating device,
allowing the robot to perform more tasks. With CPT in motor systems, the mechanical slip
rings can be replaced by metal plates which form the capacitive coupling [66].

The cylindrical or concentric coupling structure constructs a rotating capacitor which
can be built in several ways, such as a concentric hoop, parallel discs or cylindrical coupling
structure, as shown in Figure 11 [65–68].

Concentric hoops

Axis of rotation

(a) Concentric hoops

Parallel discs

Axis of rotation

(b) Parallel discs

Output

Input

Rotary

Stationary

Axis of rotation

(c) Disc structure

Axis of rotation

Stationary

Stationary

Rotary

RotaryInput

Output

(d) Cylindrical structure

Figure 11. Concentric structures.

3.6. Electric Field Repeater

The aforementioned structures are capable of transmitting energy over a distance of
a few millimeters to about ten centimeters. To cover greater distances, an electric field
repeater can be used [20,49,69]. This repeater or relay is not galvanically connected to the
transmitter or receiver and allows for an intermediate extension of the electric field. This
technology is first discussed in [49] and is a new research topic in CPT as well as IPT [20].

Figure 12 shows an electric field repeater based on the four-plate parallel coupler
structure. As the distance increases, more repeater stages can be inserted. With power
losses in every stage, the transfer efficiency drops which forms the main challenge of these
systems.
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Source

Compensation
circuit

Electric field
Repeater ReceiverTransmitter

Rectifier

Figure 12. Electric field repeater.

4. Compensation Networks

The main challenge of CPT systems is the low coupling capacitance between the
plates (often in the range from tens to a few hundred picofarad) between the plates. In
order to realize a decent power transfer at such low coupling capacitances, two options are
possible: increasing the frequency and/or magnitude of the voltage feeding the primary
side. However, high frequencies lead to significant losses in the converter. High voltages
increase risks and put constraints on the component requirements. The voltage at the
coupling capacitors is limited by, on the one hand, the breakdown voltage of the medium
and, on the other, the safety regulations regarding electric field strengths. Moreover, high
frequencies, as well as high voltages, complicate the achievement of efficient soft-switching
at the converters.

In order to reduce the switching losses, an inductive compensation network can be
added to create resonance at a lower frequency, resulting in a soft switching operation of
the converter and a better coupling between the primary and secondary plates [20,44,70,71].
At the primary side, the most important goal of the compensation network is to serve as a
voltage booster, in order to cross the high impedance caused by the low capacitances at the
wireless link. Obviously, as a result, the current is lowered at the coupled capacitances. At
the secondary side, the current can be boosted (and the voltage lowered) by a compensation
network to power the load.

Another reason to implement compensation circuits is to increase the quality factor Q
(which corresponds to the ratio of the initial energy stored in the resonator to the energy
lost in one cycle of the oscillation) of a CPT system. Compared to IPT systems, the Q-factor
is much lower in CPT systems. In practice, for a CPT system with no compensation circuits
the Q-factor is smaller than one for normal loads in parallel tuning, which means that the
output voltage is lower than the input voltage [70].

Compensation circuits can also serve as a tuning method for the coupled capacitors.
In the next sections, some frequently used compensation topologies are discussed.

4.1. L Compensation

The inductor compensation network is the most simple and widely introduced in high
and low power applications. In CPT, it is also called a traditional compensator [24,66,67,72].
As example, we consider five common used topologies for a CPT system with an inverter
in combination with an L compensation network:

• non-resonance (N-N)
• primary resonance (S-N)
• secondary resonance (N-S)
• series-series (S-S)
• series-parallel (S-P)

A series compensation circuit provides a voltage gain at resonance, which is required to
obtain high voltages at the transmitter plate, while a parallel compensation circuit provides
a current gain to supply the load. Figure 13 shows the above mentioned compensation
circuits topologies. Figure 13b depicts the primary resonance compensation circuit; for
secondary resonance, the coil L should be positioned to the secondary side in series with
the load.
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Figure 13. L compensation circuit topologies, with rp and rs the resistive losses within the network.

Since the primary and secondary side are connected by means of the capacitive coupling,
one would expect that the series inductor can be placed on either side of the circuit without
difference. However, it was shown [70] that when good misalignment tolerance and power
factor are desired, the inductor must be placed at the secondary. When misalignment is not
an issue, it may be placed at the primary.

In [71], a comparison is made of the five different topologies for a simple L compensa-
tion circuit. They tested the aforementioned topologies at a resonance frequency of 450 kHz
and each at their optimal load for efficiency (power gain) maximization. It was shown that
the inductor’s location does play a role. Whereas an efficiency of about 63% was measured
for N-N and S-N topology, a value of nearly 95% was reached for the N-S, S-S, and S-P
topologies. Furthermore, for their setup, an N-S and S-S compensation network is ideal a
low load area application while an S-P is suited for higher loads.

In particular, for high-power and large distance applications, the disadvantages of L
compensation circuits become more significant. Due to the fact that capacitive coupling
can only achieve small capacitances, a large inductor will be required to compensate. In
addition, by using a single inductor compensation, the system is very sensitive for changes
in parameters such as misalignment or distance between the plates.

4.2. LC Compensation

One way to tackle the small coupling capacitance of CPT is adding extra capacitances at
the compensation circuit of the primary and secondary side. By adding extra capacitances in
parallel over the mutual capacitance, the equivalent capacitance of the CPT system increases.
This allows for larger distances between primary and secondary plates and results in
less sensitivity to distance variations [20]. At a fixed mutual capacitance, the equivalent
coupling capacitance (and thus the resonance frequency) will be largely unchanged. An
example circuit of using LC-compensation circuits is shown in Figure 14 [28,43].

CM

CS − CM

CP − CM
Vin

Rload

Lp Ls

Cp Cs

LC-compensation LC-compensation

Figure 14. Double side compensation circuit.

Despite the positive effects of adding capacitors to the compensation circuits, there
are still challenges at high power transfer at large distances. Indeed, by increasing plate
distance and keeping the output power constant, the coupling coefficient and efficiency
decreases. This implies that the system input power will increase which in turn will cause
more voltage and current stress on the components [20,28].

A solution to these problems is the combination of L and LC compensation networks,
i.e., a multistage L-matching network [72,73]. A multistage L-section matching network
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can be constructed by cascading stages to achieve a certain voltage or current gain. These
networks will be discussed in the following section.

4.3. Multistage L-Section Networks

By combining the L and LC compensation networks, new compensation topologies
can be composed depending on what is to be achieved. When the L-section stages in
multistage matching networks are designed for resistive loads, they only provide gain
without compensation [74,75]. Analytical approach were introduced to enable the use of
L-section multistage matching networks at complex loads and input impedances to provide
gain as well as compensation [72,74]. In this framework, three quantities are used to define
an L-section stage:

• Current or voltage gain;
• Load impedance characteristic;
• Input impedance characteristic.

Achieving voltage or current gain depends on the structure of the L-section as shown
in Figure 15. In Figure 15a, a network is implemented at the primary side to achieve voltage
gain whereas in Figure 15b, the L-section is implemented at the secondary side to realize
current gain.

L

C

Iin Iout

VoutVin

(a) Voltage gain L-section

L

C

Iin Iout

VoutVin

(b) Current gain L-section
Figure 15. L-section stages for multistage networks.

Multistage L-section networks are most suited for high power applications because
they can be designed to achieve a high voltage and/or current gain at high efficiencies.

4.4. Other Compensation Topologies

Variations on the above topologies exist to tailor the requirements of the application
(Figure 16). For example, a composite LCL configuration allows for both increasing or
decreasing the voltage, depending on the required operation regime. It has the ability to
operate in zero voltage switching conditions outside resonance and is able to increase the
power factor at the interface with a low EMI [63,76–78]. A modified LLC topology utilizes
a shunt inductor on the secondary side to be able to operate outside resonance conditions,
increasing the versatility of the CPT system [67,76,79]. In addition, transformers on the
primary and/or secondary side can realize the required voltage change and serve as
impedance transformation [80–82].
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Figure 16. Some examples of other compensation topologies: (a) Composite LCL (b) Modified LLC
(c) Transformers.

5. Converters

An efficient converter to generate AC from a DC source is important to minimize
the losses for the wireless power transfer. Figure 17 depicts the relationship between the
compensation circuits and the high frequency converter topology. Herein a classification is
made of three converter topologies [63], which will briefly be discussed in the following
sections:

• Pulse width modulation (PWM);
• Power amplified based converter;
• Full-bridge inverter.

Compensation
circuits

Non-
resonant

Resonant

PWM
converter

High power
amplifier

Full-bridge
inverter

LC energy
storage tank

Frequency↗
Voltage↗

Frequency↗
Voltage↗

Figure 17. Overview of compensation circuits.

5.1. PWM Based Converter

The PWM converter is a single switch converter and has several different circuit topolo-
gies, such as: buck-boost, Ćuk, SEPIC, ZETA and push-pull converters [43,52,63,83,84].
Those PWM converter topologies use an LC storage tank which can be modified to create a
primary and secondary side. In general, the primary side contains a high-side inductor
in series with a low-side switch and the secondary contains a high side inductor in series
with a low-side diode. Lastly, the coupling between the primary and secondary is done by
using metal plates which will fulfill the function of the capacity in the LC storage tank [83].
Figure 18 shows a modified Ćuk converter which is used in [83] as an example of single
active switch converters in kilowatt scale CPT.

The PWM based converter is less sensitive to the variations of system parameters
such as change of coupling capacitance due to misalignment or changing distance between
transmitter and receiver. If the components are specified large enough, continuous-current
working mode can be guaranteed at the desired efficiency and power output despite system
parameter changes. This converter topology has limitations due the use of only one active
switch. The maximum output power is limited to the maximum specifications of the active
switch which results in short distance low power applications. Another negative aspect of
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using a single active switch is that zero voltage switching can not be accomplished under
all load conditions which results in increasing EMI [43,52].

C C

L L

Load

D

DC source

S

C1

C2

Figure 18. PWM based converter.

5.2. Power Amplifier Based Converter

High frequency power converters are used in several applications, e.g., home theater
systems (audio) and motor drives. Some of these types of converters are also suitable for
CPT, such as: class D, class E, class EF and class φ converters [85–94]. By using a resonant
LC tank, these converters can be designed to operate in zero voltage switching (ZVS) mode
at high switching frequencies. This improves the system efficiency and reduces the size of
the components [43,94]. Figure 19 shows a modified Class E converter for a CPT.

Cp

L2L1

S
DC source Load

C1

C2

Figure 19. Class E inverter.

The main drawback of power amplifier based converters is the sensitivity to system
parameter changes. In practice, misalignment is a common issue: it decreases the coupling
capacitance which increases the required resonance frequency of the system. This results
in higher switching losses in the converter and can even lead to the loss of ZVS mode.
Compensation circuits increase this sensitivity even more. For this reason, these types of
converters are commonly used in low power applications which are ‘static’ [85,95].

5.3. Full-Bridge Inverter

Figure 20 shows a CPT system with full bridge inverter which are the most common
inverters to provide AC-signals to the CPT transmitter because of its easy parameter design
and robustness [85]. An additional advantage of the full-bridge inverter is the possibility of
high input voltages and low voltage stresses over the switching components in comparison
to other inverter topologies [85,96].

Primary
compensation

circuit

Secondary
compensation

circuit

CM

CS − CM

CP − CM

Vin Vout

Figure 20. General full-bridge inverter network.

At the primary side of a full-bridge CPT system, four switching devices, usually metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs), are used to transform DC-signals
to AC-signals. Those MOSFETs are controlled by PWM signals, by changing the duty
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cycle and switching frequency, the output power of the system can be regulated. At the
secondary side, a rectifier is used to rectify the AC-voltage to supply the load.

6. Challenges
6.1. CPT at Variable Loads

The biggest challenge of CPT is the low coupling capacitance, this is already partially
countered by several types of compensation circuits. Studies in the literature present
their compensation circuit at a certain fixed load. The main problem in practice is load
dependency, a variable load such as a robot, makes short movements and thus draws
peak currents. Every load change changes the voltage output of the compensation circuit
which may cause the capacitive coupling to become less effective. A solution for variable
capacitive coupling, e.g., variable charging distance, in [97] is suggested. The authors state
this can be addressed by adjusting the switching frequency.CPT should be investigated
with variable loads using the models presented in this paper.

6.2. Transfer Medium

The majority of WPT systems studied, use air as medium between transmitter and
receiver. In reality, there are applications where another medium can be used. Literature
is also inconclusive as to which medium is best to use and how it acts at high voltages
and high frequencies as discussed in [98]. Media such as wood, stone or thermal isolation
material should be assessed for their effect on capacitive coupling.

6.3. Safety Issues

Safety is the most important factor in commercializing a product. At a CPT system,
the main concerns are the high voltages present on the metal plates and the electric field
emissions.

As mentioned earlier in this paper, CPT system can achieve hazardous voltages up to
several kV because of the compensation circuits. This voltage level is lethal for human body
when touched. For this reason, the capacitive coupler must be appropriately insulated, for
the chosen applications.

Electric field emissions are included in international standards, for example the IEEE
C95.1 states that the maximum electric field strength may be 614 V/m [60]. Ref. [50] created
a simulation model of a 2.0 kW 1 MHz CPT system. The authors simulated a four-plate as
well as a six-plate CPT system, which resulted in an electric field between the transmitter
and receiver of 27 kV/m. Adding extra shielding plates reduces the safety range, according
to standard IEEE C95.1 [60], from 1 m with the four-plates structure to 0.1 m with the
six-plate structure.

7. Discussion

This review paper started with an explanation of the main components of the ca-
pacitive power transfer model. Insights into capacitive coupling were gained using the
Pi-model. This model is necessary to understand the capacitive coupling but towards
simulations and calculations it is required to work further with two-port networks.

The selection and implementation of the other components of a CPT system, plate
structure, inverter topologies and compensation networks, depends on the application
for which the CPT system is intended. In order to make the right choices, the following
parameters should be known in advance:

• Implementation area: based on this, safety area restrictions can be imposed. For
example, an installation with people in the vincinity will require a narrow safety area
and will therefore prefer a six-plate structure, whereas a fully automated warehouse
can provide a large safety area where a four-plate structure suffices.

• Output power: goes along with the choice of inverter type. Higher power rating,
above 1 kW, generally demands a full-bridge inverter.
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• Distance between transmitter and receiver: This parameter affects the choices of the
inverter type and compensation circuits. For distances greater than 10 cm, multistage
L-section networks are preferred.

Knowing these parameters, the capacitive coupling can be modeled as described in
Section 2 in this paper. Further design steps can be taken using computer simulations.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, an overview was given on the current state of research of capacitive
wireless power transfer. Its advantages and drawbacks, compared to inductive wireless
power transfer, were highlighted. The wireless link was approached by a pi-model and
an equivalent two-port network model. The most simple and common plate topology, the
four-plate configuration was discussed, next to more recent improvements on the plate
topology, including six-plate, matrix and concentric setups. It was also concluded that
electric field repeaters can be used to extend the power transfer distance. To mitigate the
very low coupling capacitance of the wireless link, compensation circuits are inserted into
the network. The most common compensation topologies were reviewed. Finally, pulse
width modulation, power amplified based and full-bridge inverters were listed that can
drive the capacitive link. The rising research on capacitive power transfer highlights its
potential for future applications.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

GPT Galvanic power transfer
WPT Wireless power transfer
IPT Inductive power transfer
CPT Capacitive power transfer
EMI Electromagnetic interference
EM Electromagnetic
PWM Pulse width modulation
MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistor
ZVS Zero-voltage-switching
D Diode
S Switch
C Coupling capacitance [F]
L Inductance [H]
q Electric Charge [C]
I Current [A]
V Voltage [A]
ω Angular velocity [rad/s]
Q Quality factor
kE Capacitive coupling coefficient
N-N Non-resonance
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S-N Primary-resonance
N-S Secondary-resonance
S-S series-series
S-P series-parallel
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